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Reflection Workshop for Practitioners and Scholars 

Crisis, resilience and the future of democracy in Central and Eastern Europe 

23 – 25 November, Berlin, International Alumni Center,  

Linienstraße 65A, 10119 Berlin 

Working language: English 

Initiators: The Robert Bosch Stiftung, Sofia Platform Foundation and the International Alumni Center  

 

In his State of the Union 2017 speech European Commission’s President Juncker spoke a clear call for 

action. “Time to move from reflection to action”, he said. We, the initiators of this reflection workshop 

think it is important to make a comprehensive assessment of the state of democracy today before we 

move to action.  

There is no doubt that democracies today are facing a plethora of challenges related to the complex 

dynamics in which our political systems are rooted. At the same time, there are numerous 

opportunities to learn from our experience and move forward together. This is especially true for 

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), a region that underwent a recent transformation and was seen as a 

potential “exporter” of democratic “know-how”.  

We want to draw from the collective wisdom of a diverse group of colleagues and partners to jointly 

start answering the question: What is taking place in CEE these days when it comes to the state of 

democracy and what follows from that for us, who care about its future? We thereby strive for a 

constructive exchange and cooperation between civil society, the state, media, business and academia 

in CEE and beyond. 

In an interactive and moderated workshop, we invite you to share both your knowledge and 

professional experience in order to come closer to a more comprehensive picture of the state of play 

and develop perspectives for the future. In a combination of plenaries and group sessions, we want to 

find answers to the following set of questions:  

- Examining the state of democracy in CEE today, what would the diagnosis look like?  

- What have we learned from the democratization processes in CEE?  

- How is our work in civil society, research and media, politics and government related to and/ or 

affected by these developments? How is our role evolving?  

- How can we profit from/co-create international exchange around democracy in CEE? 

We will kick start the gathering with a fireplace talk with a prominent, contemporary scholar of 

democracy (tbc) on Thursday evening, spend the following day diagnosing the state of play in CEE and 

on Sunday (until lunchtime) we work on how our role and work should look like in the future? Travel 

to Berlin and accommodation costs will be covered by the organisers. If you are interested to join and 

actively contribute to the conversation, please take the time to fill in the following form by the 18th of 

October.  

We look forward to your application. 

Ana Bojadjievska, Louisa Slavkova and Darius Polok 
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Draft programme 

23 November 2017, Thursday 

All day   Arrival  

18:00  Welcome 

18:15 – 20:00  Singularity, Framing and Experience: is Central and Eastern Europe unique?   

  Conversation with N.N. with a Q&A session  

20:30   Dinner  

24 November 2017, Friday 

09:30 – 10:30  Introduction and Goals 

Goals: to draw a comprehensive map of where democracy is and what has led to its 

current state; to start brainstorming on what is to be done differently/ more of the same/ 

not done at all; where does each participant see their role as professionals and 

organizations and how is the above going to inform/ modify their future work.  

10:30 – 10:45  Short Break 

10:45 – 13:00  Democracy, politics and the people in CEE, part I 

Suggested approach: moderated discussion based on unpacking research data and/ or 

relevant projects, conversational, moderated dialogue  

13:00 – 14:00  Lunch Break 

14:00 – 15:30  Democracy, politics and the people in CEE, part II 

15:30 – 16:00  Coffee Break 

16:00 – 18:00  My organization and I 

Suggested approach: role play (?), reflection, active listening, questioning, reframing, 

biographical approach, storytelling, empathy, arts and culture as medium     

25 November 2017, Saturday  

09:00 – 09:30  Summary of Day I and Clustering for Group-work  

09:30 – 11:00  The Way forward: thematic group work  

11:00 – 11:30  Coffee Break  

11:30 – 12:00  Wrap up, farewell and next steps  

Approach: each of the organizers should share formats/ forms of partnership so that at 

least some future prospect is mapped out  

Afternoon  Departure  

 


